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Implicit dissent from the Ancient Model is evident in many other ancient sources that, like the work of Diogenes Laertius, wish to assert that civilization itself began with Greece. Attic funeral orations, for example, supply parallels for Thucydides' "nationalism" and "temporal chauvinism," traits that Bernal treats as exceptions to Greek openness. 4 The funeral orations also demonstrate that the modern "Model of Autochthonous Origin'' (traced to the 1820's by Bernal) 5 has a precedent in the Athenians' own claim that their ancestors simply sprouted from Athenian soil. This claim of autochthony, the Athenian myth par excellence, 6 is surely a radical, albeit tacit, denial of Phoenician or Egyptian influence. Bernal downplays such claims for Greek cultural originality because he wishes to focus upon the clash between his two models: the modern Aryan Model (which stresses invasion from the north) and the Ancient Model (which stresses invasion from the east). Ancient claims of Greek originality and ethnic purity, however, have sometimes fueled modern denials of Eastern or Egyptian influence. Modern historians who have discounted the "philobarbarous" Herodotus have relied instead on texts by classical Athenians, who seem to have been more ethnocentric (or, as Loraux puts it, "narcissistic") 7 than we sometimes acknowledge. The nineteenthcentury German historian Karl Otfried Miiller, for example, uses the boast that the Athenians were "born of the earth herself" in Plato's Menexenos to support his claim that the Athenians acknowledged no Egyptian or Levantine ancestry. 8 The Athenian claim of autochthony was also popular in nineteenthcentury England, where it was championed by historians George Grote and Sir William Smith. In the latter's work the term "home growth" appears as a rationalized paraphrase of the ancient myth. 9 Although ancient sources are less unanimous than Bernal implies, the fact that Diogenes Laertius' denial of foreign influence is framed as an attack on previous writers supports Bernal's claim that the Greeks generally believed that they owed cultural debts to Egypt and the East.
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